Mutational analysis of the feline CLN3 gene and an ultrastructural evaluation of lysosomal storage materials in a cat with neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis: an investigation into the molecular basis of the disease.
Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis (NCL) is a neurodegenerative disease caused by a number of different genes. A mutational analysis of the feline CLN3 gene was performed in a cat with NCL that had vacuolated lymphocytes, which is a feature of human NCL caused by defects of the CLN3 gene. To determine the candidate gene(s) responsible for this case, NCL-specific ultrastructures of storage materials were analysed. A sequence analysis indicated that the CLN3 gene was not likely to be responsible for this case of feline NCL because no deleterious mutation was detected. An ultrastructural analysis did not reveal any candidate gene because of inconsistency with any pattern found in human NCL. These findings suggest that the diagnostic criteria for human NCL are not directly applicable to feline NCL.